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Push, pull, turn, and slideâ€”itâ€™s playtime! This interactive board book has spinners to turn and

tabs to slide, colorful illustrations filled with things to spot, and lots of new vocabulary to learn. Lions

and hippos and tall giraffes, too: wouldnâ€™t you like to visit the zoo? Say hello to monkeys putting

on a show, penguins and pandas and elephants spraying water . . . SPLASH! Youâ€™ll never want

to leave.
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Praise for other Busy Books. With a simple rhyming text and interesting things to find on every

page, this is a perfect interactive book for toddlers. * Guardian * Campbell's relaunch earlier this

year with fresh new colours and user-friendly signposting has worked wonders. * The Bookseller *

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Rebecca Finn studied Illustration at Kingston University and now lives in Kent, UK. She won the

Myra Robertson Baby Book of the Year Award 2012 for her work on the Busy Book series. Â 

These are the best books! A bee to find in every page. Sturdy tabs and pulls. And cute stories

My toddler LOVES these books. He will read them in the car, and they hold his attention for a long



time!

Love this book series. Purchased the Busy Beach at Sanilbel, FL and then promptly ordered more

in the series. Sturdy and interactive. Perfect little story book with lots of "where is the..." questions to

ask the toddler.

Love the illustrations. Great for my 16 mo. old nephew. Each page has lots of things for the child to

find and point out.

I like the idea of this book. You slide things back and forth to make objects move within the scene.

This gimmick works particularly well with driving vehicles, lifting items, chases, and opening doors.

However, the book seems short with only 4 scenes and the front cover and some motions felt poorly

utilized. My 17 month old son liked opening the door to reveal the elephant and swinging the

monkey, but he likes the Busy Garden book the best.Overall, this book was not as exciting as we

expected it to be, but it was a little better than the busy builders book - mostly because my son likes

finding the hidden animals. I think if book had a unified purpose like finding all the zoo animals...

almost like a peek a boo book, then the book would have been more successful.Side note - the

spinning actions or actions with tabs on the edge of the page, could have been double sided to

better use the space provided.

Very cute book. My 17 month old loves 'busy books' for the car and diaper bag. The pictures are

colorful and friendly and the flaps are easy for her do on her own.

This book is well designed my 3years old daughter and 1.5 years old son all loved it but I found the

first page of the book can be easily tore up. I have to tape it by myself.

Amazing book for a 11 month old baby. She "reads" it over and over, pages are very easy to grab

and flip. I would definitely buy other books from this series.
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